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1. Introduction 
 
The governance of smart blue-green roofs is the central theme within RESILIO WP6.1. Our aim 
is to develop and test governance protocols for the construction and management of smart 
blue-green roofs, as well as water and data management. In this deliverable, we will build on 
the conceptual model of collaborative governance presented in deliverable 6.1.1. First, we will 
elaborate and contextualise this conceptual model. In doing so we will develop a generic 
governance protocol for developing smart blue-green roofs. Second, we will use this generic 
protocol to develop a specific governance protocol for the first RESILIO pilot location: 
‘Bijltjespad’. In addition to the generic governance protocol and specific protocol for the first 
pilot location, we will provide an overview of key governance-related challenges that we 
identified based on interviews and expert meetings in 2019, which we aim to address 
specifically in 2020 and 2021 as part of WP6.1. 
 
This deliverable is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the contextualisation of the 
general collaborative governance framework developed by Emerson et al. (2012) in the 
context of smart blue-green roofs, and elaborates on the dimensions of the generic protocol. 
Section 3 presents the governance protocol as developed for the first RESILIO pilot location 
(‘Bijltjespad’), including the agreements which were made between project partners.  Section 
4 provides insights into the collaborative governance challenges that arose during the 
interviews and expert meetings, and the working groups which were established following the 
second expert meeting in October 2019 to address these challenges.  
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2. Towards a generic governance protocol for blue-green roofs 
As discussed in deliverable 6.1.1, we define collaborative governance as the processes and 

structures of policy decision making and management that engage people constructively 

across the boundaries of public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public , private and 

civic spheres in order to carry out a public purpose that could not otherwise be accomplished.  
According to Emerson et al. (2012), collaborative governance is characterized by three nested 
dimensions: the system context1, the collaborative governance regime2 and the collaboration 
dynamics between actors (see Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: Integrative framework for collaborative governance (Emerson et al. 2012) 

 

For the purposes of developing governance protocols in WP6.1, we consider the system 
context and collaborative governance regime in which RESILIO is embedded and the presence 
or absence of drivers for collaboration as a starting point or context from which we undertake 
the development of governance protocols. The focus of the protocols themselves is what 
Emmerson et al. (2012) term the collaboration dynamics. Drawing on the Emmerson et al.’s 
(2012) definition of collaboration dynamics we see a governance protocol (see Figure 2) as 
being comprised of: 1) an iterative process of various types of interactions between 
stakeholders with the aim of laying the basis for actors with different content, relational and 

 
1 political, legal, socio-economic, economic and environmental influences) can create chances and constraints 
which, through the agency of actors, can lead to the development of so-called drivers and influence 
collaboration. 
2 dominant rules, norms, principles, regulations and procedures structuring the collaboration of actors 
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identity objects  to work across institutional, sectoral and jurisdictional boundaries to solve 
problems, resolve conflicts and create value, 2) soft conditions for collaboration such as the 
interpersonal and relational aspects of collaboration and shared knowledge, 3) hard 
conditions for collaboration or the governance arrangement. The general aspects of a 
governance protocol are presented in Table 1. In theory, together these result in actions; for 
example, the development of smart blue-green roofs, which impacts the collaboration 
dynamics, the system context and collaborative governance regime. The development of the 
collaboration dynamics is the result of an iterative process which can have any number of 
starting points. (see figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2: Graphical representation of a generic governance protocol  
 
To further specify each of these dimensions, the table below identifies which key components 
are part of the generic governance protocol. 
 
Table 1: Elements of a generic governance protocol, cased on Emerson et al. (2012) 

  
Process dimensions  

Discovery Mapping the individual and shared interests, concerns and values.  
Definition Building shared meaning by explicating shared goals and ambitions; making 

agreements on language and concepts; clarifying and adjusting tasks and 
expectations of one another; determining criteria to evaluate information and 
alternatives.   

Deliberation More than the aggregation of interests. It includes the studying of interests, 
listening to the perspectives of others and reaching a well though-out decision 
regarding the shared interest.  

Determination  Making decisions about procedures (agenda setting, creating working groups) or 
content (action points or final suggestions) 
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Soft conditions  
Trust The result of the process and further develops as parties collaborate and get to 

know each other. Contributes to mutual understanding, which contributes to 
legitimacy and commitment.   

Mutual understanding The ability to understand and appreciate the differences in others.   
Legitimacy The confirmation that stakeholders in a collective project are trustworthy and 

credible, with interdependent interests, legitimizes and motivates the 
collaboration. Here shared norms and reciprocity are important.  

Commitment Joint orientation towards a shared path making it possible to cross organizational, 
sectoral or jurisdictional borders.   

Shared Knowledge Shared knowledge which focuses action. This is the result of a process of collecting, 
separating and sharing relevant knowledge as well as the generation of new 
shared knowledge.   

Governance arrangement  
Procedural and 
institutional 
arrangements 

Procedures, protocols and organizational structures – both formal and informal. 
These are needed to manage repeated actions over time. These concern the ways 
of working both within as between organizations.   

Leadership Several types are needed: sponsor, convener, facilitator, representative of an 
organization or community, translator of science, technologist. The form that this 
takes depends on the phase and situation  

Resources Financial recourses, but also time, technical, organizational, logistical and 
administrative support, competencies for the analyses of implication, expertise 
etc, power. This concerns sharing these resources to reach the objective of the 
collaboration  

 
2.1 Elaboration of the generic governance protocol 
Clearly, the elements of the generic governance protocol will need to be further elaborated 
upon to be of use for the blue-green roofs in RESILIO and for the upscaling both in Amsterdam 
and in other contexts. We see this as an ongoing process that will be fed a process of reflexive 
monitoring during the process of RESILIO carried out by WP 6.1. Here we follow and document 
the development of the elements of the governance protocol (e.g. observations during project 
meetings and periodic interview rounds among project partners) to identify key challenges 
and actively design solutions during expert meetings with project partners. The first step 
towards the development of a generic governance protocol was the elaboration of the 
elements of the governance arrangement, as discussed below.  
 
2.2 Elaboration of the governance arrangement  
Based on the interviews, conducted in January and May/June 2019, and two expert meetings, 
held in July and September 2019, we defined six central components of the governance 
arrangement for smart blue-green roofs. These six components include: 1) data management 
plan; 2) water management plan (‘dakpeilbesluit’); 3) design, construction and management 
plan;  4) participation plan; 5) business models; 6) procurement guide (see figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Six central components of the governance arrangement 
 
Below, we will discuss the six components of the governance arrangement in detail and 
delineate those which are the primary focus of WP 6.1.  
 

- Data management plan: division of roles and responsibilities for decision making 
regarding data and their use. Specific components include: the ownership, rights to 
use data, its collection from the sensors in the blue-green roof (e.g. amount of water 
present) and other sources (e.g. weather forecasts). This is both related to the 
individual building/location where a specific blue-green roof is realized (i.e. building-
level) as well as the development of ‘smart’ connected networks of blue-green roofs 
in the city (i.e. city-level). This is a primary component of WP 5 and 6.1.  
 

- Water management plan: division of roles and responsibilities and objectives (KPIs) 
for decision making regarding rain water management (in Dutch: dakpeilbesluit). This 
is a primary component of WP 6.1  
 

- Design, construction and management plan(s): one or more plans outlining the 
division of roles and responsibilities and objectives (KPIs) for the roof system and 
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vegetation during the three phases of design, construction and management. This is 
the primary focus of WP 6.1.  
 

In the three above plans various forms will be used to document these in a form that is usable 
for practice. These include so-called swim lanes diagrams and organograms to display tasks 
and responsibilities and key performance indicators (KPIs) to outline objectives. 

 
- Participation plan: this plan outlines the way in which residents of the buildings where 

the blue-green roofs are realised and stakeholders in the surrounding area are 
involved the processes of developing, using and maintaining the roofs, water and data. 
These plans provide important input for the governance in general and for the 
development of the governance arrangement in particular with regard to the role and 
say of actors in decision making and the financing of the blue-green roofs. This is the 
primary focus of WP 6.2.  
 

- Business models: one or more business models covering the investments and costs 
made to develop, build and maintain the roof system and the green components, 
including the distribution of costs and benefits. This is the primary focus of WP 6.5. 
 

- Procurement guide: regulations outlining the conditions for the tendering of a blue-
green roof (construction and/or maintenance) including the expected role of 
contractors and the requirements to participate in the tendering. This is the primary 
focus of work of WP 8.  
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3. Governance protocol for location 1 (‘Bijltjespad’) 
 
In this section we will present the governance protocol as developed for the first RESILIO pilot 
location in the ‘Bijltjespad’. We start by presenting the process we have employed drawing on 
the process elements presented in table 2 with the aim of supporting the development of soft 
conditions and the governance arrangement for location 1. This process used includes four 
steps. These include rounds of interviews to identify the starting conditions for collaborative 
governance and expert meetings with the aim of developing the governance arrangement and 
working on the soft conditions. Below these steps are presented followed by the outcome.   
 
3.1 Start situation for collaborative governance 
 
Process used 

Two interview rounds were organized to identify the challenges and chances related to the 
process and soft conditions identify motivations, ambitions, and goals of each partner 
organization in RESILIO, and establish a foundation for the development of the governance 
arrangement. Interview rounds with project partners were organized in two rounds, in 
January 2019 and June 2019 (an overview of all interviews is provided in the appendices of 
deliverable 6.1.1).  
 
Start conditions (June 2019) 

In relation to the elements of a generic governance protocol the main conclusions were: 
1) Processes of Discovery, Definition and Deliberation need explicit attention: the 

interests of stakeholders involved in the project vary considerably. Many have 
interests in furthering the development of blue-green roofs. Due to the high costs and 
limited contributions to the primary objectives of providing affordable housing, the 
housing corporations have limited interest in developing blue-green roofs without 
attention for the total cost of ownership (see discussion in section 4).  

2) Processes of determination are taking place, but need to be broadened: Working 
groups have already been set up to develop parts of the governance arrangement such 
as the procurement guidelines. Individually, some partners have clear expectations 
with regard to their roles or the roles of others. For example, Metropolder with regard 
to their role or the housing corporations with regard to the roles of Metropolder and 
Waternet. However, the clarity of these agreements for all actors remains unclear. 
Furthermore, other parts of the governance arrangement received limited attention 
although many partners have indicated their urgency. Examples include the 
management plan for the roof system, and the management of data and water.  

3) Shared knowledge is a point of attention: few of the soft conditions emerged as an 
issue during the interview rounds. Still, their development should be followed as part 
of the reflexive monitoring during later phases of the project. Shared knowledge 
deserves attention as many assumptions with regards to the lifespan of blue-green 
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roofs, their contribution to urban flooding and the extent in which they are the most 
cost-effective solution are contested.  

4) Views differ regarding participation and the accessibility of the roofs for residents: 
the housing corporations prefer limit the accessibility of the roofs for residents whilst, 
Rooftop revolution sees this as a chance to create added value and awareness 
especially among residents. In developing the participation plans new procedures for 
cooperation will need to be found as, in RESILIO not only the corporations have a role 
in organising participation, but also Rooftop Revolution and the Amsterdam University 
of Applied Sciences.  

 
3.2 Governance arrangement/soft conditions 
Drawing on the on the interview rounds, two expert meetings were developed. The first was 
designed to address key challenges for collaborative governance, specifically focussing on the 
process aspects of Discovery, Definition and Deliberation and to a limited extent on 
Determination. The second was designed to develop the governance arrangement for the 
location on in the Bijltjespad and formalise working groups to address issues arising in this and 
the first meeting. 
 
Meeting 1: Hard Talk session 
The first expert meeting (‘hard talk session’) was specifically aimed at identifying shared 
interests as well as potential sources of friction at the level of RESILIO as a project and develop 
an agenda of issues that parties will need to address. The set up for the session is presented 
in Appendix A. In setting up the session, the conclusions of the previous two interview rounds 
fed the discussion. The session did not directly pertain to one of the locations, but given the 
tight relationship between the project level and the governance at the pilot locations this was 
a logical first step. The session resulted in a number of outcomes.   

1) The awareness that RESILIO has a strong focus on realising the blue-green roofs in the 
project, but much less on learning, whilst the central question focusses on how we can 
draw transferable lessons based on the cases in RESILIO. 

2) A shared awareness of a possible bias for blue-green roofs, where, as stated above 
other options could be more effective or cost-efficient and the conclusion that 
partners in RESILIO should remain critical of the potential contributions and even 
research other options in RESILIO.  

3) The awareness that all parties have an interest in exploring the possibilities for 
upscaling. However, the extent to which this is possible depends on the distribution of 
costs and benefits (see below).  

4) Awareness of constraints that the current system context implies with regard to the 
distribution of costs and benefits, namely that the owner of a roof usually carries the 
cost of its construction and maintenance of the roof. As discussed in section 4, this 
puts major constraints on the possibility to construct blue-green roofs on housing 
corporation buildings in the future or even maintain those developed in RESILIO on the 
long term. This discussion provided indications of where the solutions could lie. 
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Waternet indicated a preparedness to help carry costs and differentiated sewer fees 
were seen as a promising change in the system context.  

5) The awareness that the process of determination needs attention with regard to the 
interrelationships between partners and what the need from one another. At this 
point these are not yet clear for many parties.  

6) The awareness that tensions exist between the public interests of water management 
and the private interests of Metropolder, the developer of the smart valves. These will 
need to be addressed in the water management plan and are especially important with 
regard to the upscaling. Waternet, as public manager of the water system, requires 
control of the valves. Also, they indicate that they need to have insight into the 
technology behind the valves. For the municipality, it is important that investments in 
blue-green roofs made with public funding are not dependent on one supplier of the 
valves. Metropolder has invested heavily in their development, and it is not in their 
interest to make the technology openly available. In developing the water 
management plan, the business case for Metropolder will need to receive attention. 
One possible solution suggested was the development of a set of requirements which 
would allow other suppliers, as well as Metropolder, to provide valves.  

7) A first concept of what will need to be included in the water and data management 
plans. This will need to include a decision-making model where interests of parties are 
coupled to performance indicators and decisions are made how to weigh interests. 
Furthermore, the different roles that actors could play with regard to the valves were 
identified: operator, developer, data analyst, as well as the various types of data that 
will need to be managed: data from the valves as well as weather data.  

8) Clarity with regard to citizen participation. In RESILIO the say of citizens is limited, but 
their engagement and interest in blue-green roofs as well as the dissemination of 
knowledge of the possibilities is important for the upscaling.  

 
Meeting 2: Governance session 
The builds primarily on the processes of deliberation and determination discussed above to 
specifically determine the form of the parts of the governance arrangement for the blue-green 
roof to be realised at location 1 (‘Bijltjespad’) which are the responsibility of WP 6.1: the data 
management plan; water management plan;  and the design, construction and management 
plan(s). This will of course need to correspond with the project goals and fit within the 
parameters and restrictions (economic, regulatory, technical) that exist. In concrete terms, 
agreements regarding the decision making for the first pilot location were made. The agenda 
for this meeting is presented in Appendix B.  
  
In order to create an overview of the different agreements, we developed the ‘governance 
matrix’ tool (see Appendix D). This matrix is a tool which can be used for making the 
arrangement per element explicit. The governance matrix includes all the aspects of the 
governance arrangement in detail. It is based on the decision-making typology for blue-green 
roofs presented in deliverable 6.1.1 (Figure 4), which includes the ownership dimension (single 
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entity vs. multiple entities) and decision-making dimension (ownership-based decision-
making vs. collaborative decision-making). In the governance matrix tool, for the data 
management and the design, construction and management plans we further differentiated 
per plan a number of aspects on which agreements would need to be made. These are as 
follows:  

• Data management plan: the smart flow system itself, the smart flow control, the 
sensors on the roof and the data generated 

• Design, construction and management plan(s): the roof itself and the blue-green 
system and the vegetation, solar panels (optional) and recreation (optional) 

 
During this session, stakeholders for the specific pilot location discussed who is responsible 
for which aspect, related to the assets of the blue-green roof.  
 

 
Figure 4: Decision-making models for blue-green roofs 
 
Governance arrangement ‘Bijltjespad’ 
During the governance session, the governance arrangement for ‘Bijltjespad’ was partly 
completed. Section 4 identifies challenges and future steps for completing the governance 
arrangement. Table 2 on the next page shows an overview of the most important outcomes 
of the governance session, distinguished by 1) roof; 2) data; 3) blue (water); and 4) green 
(vegetation). 
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 Roof Data Blue (water) Green 

(vegetation) 

Lead 

 

 

 

Housing corporation 
– De Key 

Metropolder, 
Waternet, Housing 
corporation 

Metropolder, 
Waternet  

To be arranged 

Participation in 

decision-making 

 

Consolidated HvA/VU Housing 
corporation  

To be arranged 

Goal 

 

 

 

 

(Re)construction of 
the roof  

Management of the 
data of the roof and 
purchase relevant 
data 

Management of 
the amount of 
water on the roof 

Management of 
the vegetation on 
the roof 

Agreements - Consolidated has 
access and right of 
use of the roof  
- De Key and the EU 

subsidiary provide 
the funding for the 
initial investment, 
management and 
maintenance  
- Consolidated has 
access and right of 
use of the system 
 

- Metropolder has 
access and right of 
use of the smart flow 
system, sensors, 
data; and is 
responsible for the 
construction, 
management and 
maintenance of the 
smart flow control 
 

- Metropolder has 
access and right of 
use of the water 
- HvA/VU are 
involved for 
improving 
governance 
protocol  

To be arranged 

Table 2: Governance arrangement per element 
 
For the themes listed above, Appendix C provides a summarized version of the governance 
protocol for ‘Bijltjespad’ in Dutch.  
 
At the end of this part of the meeting, tasks for further elaborating the data management plan 
and the water management plan were delegated. Waternet will take the lead for developing 
the data management plan and Metropolder will make a start in developing the water 
management plan. In both cases they will be supported by the Amsterdam University of 
Applied Sciences.  
 
Reflection on the contribution to project goals 
Following the group exercise of filling the ‘governance matrix’ (see appendix D) to arrange the 
governance for the first roof, a second exercise asked all partner organizations to reflect on 
whether the selected configuration contributed to each RESILIO goal as identified in 
deliverable 6.1.1, and whether experimentation with other governance configurations were 
needed on subsequent pilot locations to be better able to reach that goal. The first column 
was filled in with a yes/no answer, and in the second column the group identified potential 
other configurations to experiment with on other forthcoming RESILIO roofs to be realized 
after location ‘Bijltjespad’. This was done using the figure below: 
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Table 3: Template to link governance configuration to RESILIO goals, as specified in deliverable 6.1.1. 
 
Whilst the main takeaway from filling in the table above was that experimenting with different 
types of governance arrangements for each RESILIO roofs would enhance the overall learning 
effects for the project as a whole, particularly related to the potential to scale up blue-green 
roofs to other localities, the results highlighted two main things. First, for most of the project 
goals identified, it is essential that blue-green roofs need scale to become a significant solution 
for sustainable urban development and urban water management. An interconnected smart 
system of blue-green roofs provides the potential to impact most project goals, whilst 
individual roofs as a stand-alone solution have limited impact. This is the case for goals related 
to water and flood risk management, and all neighbourhood-level and city-level goals relating 
to air quality and heat island effect. Hence, the governance arrangement for key aspects such 
as data management and water management need to facilitate building an interconnected 
system of blue-green roofs, both within RESILIO and for the process of scaling up the solution 
towards the future.  
 
Second, it highlighted that it would be valuable to experiment with governance arrangements 
per roof, particularly the elements identified in table 2, to maximize learning effects for the 
RESILIO project as a whole. For example, experimentation with different types of vegetation 
and their effect on heating/cooling and biodiversity on each roof, creating awareness through 
different types of strategies for each neighbourhood/roof, or testing different types of 
ownership structures per roof, would highlight learning effects for the governance of blue-
green roofs in RESILIO as a whole. Whist several restrictions exist in relation to the project 
goals, such as the technical specifications of selected roofs and accessibility for residents, we 
will focus on experimentation with governance arrangements at other RESILIO pilot locations, 
most notably with data management, blue/water management, and green/vegetation 
management.  
 

RESILIO project goals Does the selected configuration in the 
governance protocol reach each goal? 

Are there other governance configurations to experiment 
with on other RESILIO roofs related to this goal?

Effective water management in urban 
environment

Limit flooding in the urban environment

Make better use of rainwater in urban 
environment

Cooling effect on building level

Cooling effect on neighbourhood-level 
and city-level
Improve the air quality in the urban 
environment
Improvebiodiversity in the urban 
environment
Create awareness for sustainable 
development and climate change

Create new public spaces
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4. Challenges and opportunities  
 
During multiple phases of the development of the governance protocol, most notably the 
second interview round and the two expert meetings (as specified in the process dimensions 
of the governance protocol, in section 3.3), a number of key challenges and opportunities 
related to governance in RESILIO emerged.  As discussed above, some were already addressed 
in the two expert meetings organised. The status and the subsequent steps are presented in 
Table 4.  

Aspect Status  Action needed 

1 Interests in furthering 
development of blue-green 
roofs 

Shared interest defined, but 
dependent on business models 

 See  3 

2 Objective of RESILIO Objective of learning is defined,  Needs constant attention to ensure 
that it has enough space. This is the 
primary task of the knowledge 
institutes.  

3 Business models & Design, 
construction & management 
plans supportive of the 
economic viability of blue-
green roofs  

Awareness of challenges 
(discovery) and initial 
agreements made  

Urgent action is needed to further 
develop these models/plans. WP 6.1 
will take the lead here with the relevant 
stakeholders. Discussed in section 4. 

4 Shared knowledge about 
effectiveness and lifespan 

Awareness of necessity to 
remain critical/research 

Course of action yet to be determined 

5 Participation  Scope of participation 
determined, 6.2 and housing 
corporations are developing 
participation plans 

None 

6 Water management plan Initial agreements made in 
governance arrangement 

Under lead of Metropolder (supported 
by AUAS) the components will be 
further be determined and documented  

7 Data management plan Initial agreements made in 
governance arrangement 

Under lead of Waternet (supported by 
AUAS) the components will be further 
be determined and documented  

8 Tensions between public and 
private interests  

Awareness of tensions  No explicit actions defined, will need to 
be accounted for in Water and Data 
management plans  

Table 4: Status of process and development governance arrangement 

As presented in Table 4, everal wider governance-related challenges and opportunities that 
emerged from the sessions we organised for the first roof at location ‘Bijltjespad’, which are 
important for RESILIO to address as a whole, need urgent attention. They closely relate to the 
business model component in the six central components of the governance arrangement, as 
specified in figure 3. These are related to (i) effectively arranging the governance for blue-
green roofs which will be realized as part of the RESILIO project, (ii) the development of an 
interconnected ‘smart’ network of blue-green roofs, and (iii) the potential to scale up blue-
green roofs beyond the experimental settings in the RESILIO projects to other neighbourhoods 
and cities. We aim to address these challenges in more depth in developing the governance 
protocol for the RESILIO pilot locations (related to the deliverables for 2020 and 2021 in 
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WP6.1), given that key stakeholders have identified that these issues are central to the 
potential to scale up blue-green roofs. 
 

1) Economic viability of blue-green roofs - design and construction phase: a central issue 
for the potential to scale up blue-green roofs (i.e. realize blue-green roofs beyond 
subsidization in RESILIO) is the distribution of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 
amongst stakeholders which benefit from blue-green roofs. The TCO include both the 
initial investment in the blue-green roof (design and construction phases), as well as 
the cost of maintenance and repairs over the lifetime of the roof (exploitation phase, 
addressed in the next point). In RESILIO, an 85% subsidy on the investment in blue-
green roofs for the roof owners of each individual roof (i.e. housing corporations) 
ensures that the pressure of how to finance the initial investment is alleviated. 
However, without this significant subsidization, questions related to the distribution 
of costs and benefits (economic, environmental, social) amongst stakeholders that 
benefit from blue-green roofs (e.g. the city government, Waternet, potentially other 
actors) become more pressuring. Hence, the development a business model and a 
design and construction plan allocating ownership, roles, responsibilities and decision-
making is needed. We aim to integrate issues related to the governance (WP6.1) and 
cost-benefit analysis (WP6.5) more explicitly, to address the question of how to 
finance the initial investment of blue-green roofs without subsidization. This will be 
based primarily on the typologies for blue-green roofs identified in deliverable 6.1, and 
the main archetypes we identified in this model (i.e. Private model; Shared ownership 
model; Shared decision-making model; Commoning model). 
 

2) Economic viability of blue-green roofs – exploitation phase: Embedded in addressing 
the distribution of the TCO as identified above, a business model and a management 
plan for the exploitation phase of blue-green roofs is needed related to the costs of 
maintenance and repairs, both for the RESILIO roofs and for the potential to scale up 
blue-green roofs. This is closely related to the lifetime of the roof, and the costs and 
benefits associated with the roof over its lifetime. As identified during the second 
expert meeting, within RESILIO the housing corporations are the single owner of the 
roof system, as well as the data, the water (blue), and the vegetation (green). Whist 
the 85% subsidy on the initial phase includes maintenance and repair costs for 5 years, 
how to finance these costs over the total lifetime of the roof are still unclear. During 
the expert meeting, the housing corporations have clearly indicated that they do not 
have the capacity, mandate, and desire to play a leading and active role during the 
exploitation phase. Related to the specifications and governance protocol of each 
individual roof (i.e. is the roof accessible for residents, who has rights to use the data, 
water/blue, and vegetation/green, who has decision-making power, etc.), we aim to 
address these questions related to the exploitation phase of blue-green roofs once 
they have been installed in more detail.  
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3) Distribution of costs and benefits of blue-green roofs: More generally, the broader 
distribution of costs and benefits amongst stakeholders in the governance 
arrangement for blue-green roofs (see figure 3) is essential in addressing the two 
central challenges above. For the scaling of blue-green roofs beyond a subsidized 
experimental phase in RESILIO, as well as for the wider diffusion of blue-green roof in 
the water management system, it is key to discuss how the costs of blue-green roofs 
should be shared amongst all who benefit. The cost-benefit analysis in WP 6.5 provides 
valuable input in this respect, given that it specifies economic, environmental, and 
social benefits of blue-green roofs for urban development, and in water management 
in the city. Also, non-economic dimensions should be taken into account here, which 
can potentially nudge building owners towards investing in a blue-green roof. An 
example in this respect in policy for mandatory collection of rain water on newly build 
properties (in Dutch: ‘hemelwaterverordening’), as part of public policy and regulatory 
frameworks for water management. Hence, this issue is something that needs to be 
addressed in RESILIO, as well as in the collaborative governance regime and system 
context (see figure 1) in which RESILIO is embedded.  
 

4) Building an interconnected and anticipatory ‘smart’ system for urban water 
management: the potential for value creation from individual blue-green roofs related 
to urban water management, lies in the development of an interconnected system of 
blue-green roofs at scale, which becomes an integrative part of water management 
processes in the city. Given the experimental nature of RESILIO, it is key to further 
explore what the most effective way of sharing data is, in order to build an 
interconnected system of blue green roofs that impacts water management in city. 
This has to fit within the parameters that exist (i.e. regulation, privacy codes, system 
interoperability, etc), and contribute to the potential for economic, environmental, 
and social value creation for blue-green roofs. 

 
5) Configurations and accessibility of blue-green roofs: A key determinant for value 

creation for blue-green roofs is related to the potential to access the roof: this provides 
opportunities to use the roof for recreational purposes for residents, or other forms of 
exploitation of the roof that could provide another model for value creation. As it 
stands today, none of the RESILIO roofs will be accessible for residents, and none 
provide opportunities for economic value creation that can be integrated into 
decision-making on the TCO. Within WP 6, it is therefore essential to explore whether 
other examples of accessible blue-green roofs exist, both in theory and practice, and 
develop insight in how blue-green roofs that are accessible provide potential for value 
creation. This may include (inter)national examples of other blue-green roofs, or could 
potentially emerge from the funding/subsidies in RESILIO for additional roofs of 
private owners, as specified in the RESILIO project plan (e.g. association of home 
owners making use of the subsidization opportunities provided through RESILIO). In 
RESILIO, we can learn about blue-green roofs under specific conditions: housing 
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corporations realizing blue-green roofs on social housing buildings, which are not 
accessible to residents. Related to the potential to scale up blue-green roofs, exploring 
other configurations could prove to be valuable for further insight in how to realize the 
potential of blue-green roofs beyond subsidization.  

 
Related to these challenges above, the typology for blue-green roofs presented in deliverable 
6.1.1 provides a starting point to discuss issues related to the governance, TCO, business 
model, and division of costs and benefits amongst stakeholders involved in blue-green roofs. 
As an illustration, the figure below maps some exemplary types of blue-green roofs, and how 
they relate to the typology. An indicative positioning of the first roof in RESILIO is visualized in 
the model as well. 
 

 
Figure 5: exemplary types of blue-green roofs based on ownership structure and governance mode 
 

1. A corporation invests in a blue-green roof on a newly build property with recreational 
options for employees, and is the sole decision-maker on issues related to data, 
water/blue, and vegetation/green management (‘vastgoedeigenaar’ in the model). 

2. A collective of home owners organized in a single entity (association of home owners) 
invests in an accessible blue-green roof on top of their building block, and shares 
responsibilities and decision-making power regarding vegetation/green management 
and the use of water (‘VVE’ in model). 

3. Multiple associations of home owners in adjacent properties collectively invest in a 
blue-green roof as part of a single contract, and share the governance of water/blue 
and vegetation/green management on their own building (‘opstal meerdere daken, 

één contractant’ in the model). 
4. A collective of social organizations invest in a blue-green roof and share the total cost 

of ownership amongst all participating organizations, and collectively decide on how 
to use the water/blue, and which vegetation/green is used on the roof. It could 
potentially be partly subsidized by the city government, given the positive 
environmental externalities that blue-green roofs have on urban development and 
water management (‘maatschappelijke NV’ in the model). 
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5. Multiple housing corporations collaboratively invest in blue-green roofs on their 
properties to create scale, which are made accessible to residents of the building. They 
collaboratively invest with other stakeholders that benefit from the solution, such as 
Waternet (water management) and the city government (environmental and social 
externalities), and give residents an active role with decision-making power on how to 
manage the water/blue and vegetation/green. The data management is arranged by 
Waternet as part of its interconnected network of anticipatory ‘smart’ blue-green 
roofs, that are part of water management in the city (‘coöperatie met postal meerdere 

daken’ in the model). 
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5. Concluding remarks 
 
Building on the theoretical foundation on collaborative governance as developed in 
deliverable 6.1.1, this deliverable presented the elements that are part of the governance 
arrangement for blue-green roofs, both generically (section 2) as well as specifically for the 
first pilot location (section 3). Generically, the governance arrangement includes: a data 
management plan; water management plan (‘dakpeilbesluit’); design, construction and 
management plan; participation plan; business model; and procurement guide (see figure 3). 
Drawing on this generic governance protocol, section 3 presented the roof-specific 
governance protocol as developed for the first pilot location, ‘Bijltjespad’, based on multiple 
rounds of interviews with all RESILIO project partners and two expert sessions. It provides an 
overview of how the governance related to the roof, data management, blue/water 
management, and green/vegetation management is organized on the first roof. A Dutch 
version of the protocol is included in appendix C.  
 
In addition, section 4 identified a number of governance-related challenges and opportunities 
that we identified for 2020-2021, following the development of the governance arrangement 
for location ‘Bijltjespad’. These challenges and opportunities primarily relate to creating 
insight in the business model and cost-benefit analysis underlying blue-green roofs. 
Specifically, the distribution of the TCO amongst stakeholders is a key issue here. Without the 
85% subsidization of blue-green roofs in RESILIO, it is important to address to the distribution 
of costs and benefits (economic, environmental, social) amongst stakeholders that benefit 
from blue-green roofs to facilitate scaling of the solution beyond subsidization. For the 
governance arrangements per roof and the key elements we focus on in WP6.1 (see figure 3), 
we aim to specifically address these challenges in more depth in upcoming deliverables 
(expert sessions and reports), in close collaboration with WP6.5 which is oriented at the cost-
benefit analysis. 
 
It is important to note that we, in a process of reflexive monitoring, explicitly aim to create 
feedback loops and maximize learning effects for each RESILIO roof, as we aim to identify 
lessons learned from each individual location. Specifically, this entails on how the governance 
protocol for each roof contributes to the overall goals for RESILIO, and whether the 
governance protocol potentially facilitates upscaling to other localities. This continuous 
feedback loop ensures that lessons learned from each roof (specifically for the elements 
identified in table 2) are integrated in the decision-making process for other pilot locations 
after ‘Bijltjespad’.  
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Appendix A | Structure first expert meeting (in Dutch) 
Dutch overview of structure and content of the first expert meeting 

 
Doel: kernthema’s adresseren en bespreken, om inzicht te krijgen in gedeelde belangen 
(organisatie/deelbelang en maatschappelijk/gedeeld belang), en de termijn waarop deze 
spelen (korte termijn / in project en lange termijn / na project). 
 
Programma op hoofdlijnen 
 

1. Overeenkomst over, en inzicht in, deel en gedeelde belangen  
a. Wij presenteren deel en gedeelde belangen van het project en de organisaties, 

zoals die al bekend zijn, op basis van interviews 
b. Terugkoppeling: herkennen zij deze, en wat mist er (vul aan)?  
c. Uit welke ‘tegenstellingen’ komen praktische belemmeringen voort?  

 
2. Gezamenlijke barrières benoemen en prioriteren 

a. Wij presenteren praktische belemmeringen zoals bekend bij ons, partijen 
worden uitgenodigd om deze aan te vullen.  

b. Prioriteren van barrières, belangrijkste is dat het gaat om barrières waar 
meerdere partijen voor nodig zijn.  

c. Welke barrières werken het meest belemmerend en zijn het meest urgent?  
 

3. Perspectief om die belemmeringen te beslechten vanuit ieders positie / rol. Betreft 
barrières waar meerdere partijen voor nodig zijn. 

a. Wie heb je nodig om de barrières te overkomen?  
o Denk aan: projectpartners, andere mensen binnen de eigen 

organisaties of bij de andere organisaties, partijen buiten het project, 
bewoners, etc.) 

b. Wat heb je nodig om de barrières te overkomen?  
o Denk aan: meer uren / capaciteit, meer overleg, betere communicatie 

onderling, meer duidelijkheid, etc.) 
 
Reeds gevonden potentiële ‘belangentegenstellingen’ en belemmeringen in het project, die 
tijdens de sessie aan de orde kunnen komen 

1. Commercieel succes vs. open source (water management systeem) 
2. Transparantie onderzoek vs. IP afschermingen? 
3. Opschaling: publiek of privaat aangestuurd? 
4. Communicatie bewoners: participatie vs. Bewustwording? 
5. Toegankelijkheid en biodiversiteit daken: wel of niet?  
6. Eigendom van de daken versus belang van de opschaling? 
7. Succesvol product vs. eigenbelang in project? 
8. Wie betaalt en wie profiteert? 
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Appendix B | Structure second expert meeting (in Dutch) 
Dutch overview of structure and content of the second expert meeting 

 
Doel: informeren tussentijdse resultaten Werkpakket en doorontwikkeling governance 
model; Presentatie resultaten WP 6.1 en opbrengsten in afgelopen periode; overzicht 
theoretische basis van governance in RESILIO; Inzichten interviews met alle stakeholders; 
En terugkoppeling eerste expert meeting (Hard Talk) en opvolging 
 
Programma op hoofdlijnen 
 

1. Uitwerken van de scope van het governance model  
Wat verstaan we onder een governance model? Wat moet een governance model 
regelen voor Blauwgroene daken minimaal regelen. Wat valt er wel onder, wat niet?   
 

2. Aftrap Smart Decision Making Model in samenwerking met Waternet 
Wat zijn onze belangrijkste KPI’s of indicatoren om een eerste versie van het Decision 
Making Model te ontwikkelen en bij de aanleg van het eerste dak te kunnen testen? 
 

3. Rollen, afhankelijkheden en strategische besluitvorming  in aanleg en beheer van 
blauw groen daken. 
De planning voor de aanleg van het eerste dag is klaar. Gezamenlijk analysen we deze 
planning vanuit een governance perspectief: zijn rollen en verantwoordelijk en 
afhankelijkheden benoemd en wat zijn de belangrijkste strategische besluiten in de 
aanleg. Op basis van deze sessie wordt het eerste conceptprotocol voor de aanleg van 
blauwgroene daken ontwikkeld.  
 

4. Wat maakt blauw groene daken schaalbaar?   
a. Als vervolg op de hard talk gaan we verder in op de belangrijkste externaliteiten 

en randvoorwaarden om blauwgroene daken schaalbaar te maken.  
b. Eigendom daken en behoefte wateropslag 
c. Onderhoud daken  
d. Eigendom data en openbaarheid technologie 

 

Gedurende de sessie wordt gemeenschappelijk door alle stakeholders betrokken bij de eerste 
pilot locatie (‘Bijltjespad’) de tabel in appendix D ingevuld, en wordt de ontwikkelde 
governance arrangement vervolgens teruggekoppeld naar de RESILIO doelstellingen. Ter 
afronding van de sessie zullen (indien relevant) vervolgsessies rond specifieke thema’s worden 
gepland, om specifieke onderdelen van de governance uit te werken. Einddoel is vervolgens 
om op basis hiervan een governance protocol voor de eerste pilot locatie op te leveren.  
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Appendix C | Governance protocol location 1 (in Dutch) 
Dutch summary of the governance-protocol for location ‘Bijltjespad’ 

 

Governance-protocol ‘Bijltjespad’  
Het governance-protocol is opgesteld aan de hand van twee stappen.  
 

 Proces Conclusies 
Stap 1: uitgangspositie 
creëren voor gezamenlijke 
governance 

Twee interview rondes om 
motivaties, ambities en 
doelen per partner te 
inventariseren 

- Belangen per partner lopen uiteen 
- De afspraken over de rollen van de 
partners moeten nader uitgewerkt 
worden 
- Er moet aandacht worden besteed 
aan gedeelde kennis 

Stap 2: afsprakendocument 
/ soft conditions vaststellen 

Twee expert sessies om 
motivaties en ambities te 
stroomlijnen 

- Drie kerngebieden voor het 
governance protocol zijn 
onderscheiden: water, data, groen 
- Het afsprakendocument voor pilot 
locatie 1 is gedeeltelijk ingevuld 

 
Op basis van het governance-protocol is een afsprakendocument opgesteld. Het 
afsprakendocument bevat specifieke elementen die vallen onder governance: a) dak; b) 
systeem; c) smart flow control; d) sensoren; e) data; f) blauw (water); g) groen (beplanting); 
h) zonnepanelen (optioneel); i) recreatie (optioneel). De afspraken onderscheiden: a) 
eigenaarschap; b) toegang en recht op gebruik; c) deelname in besluitvorming; d) 
verantwoordelijkheid voor aanleg, kosten, management en onderhoud. Een governance 
matrix (appendix D) is een tool die gebruikt is om de afspraken per element expliciet te maken.  
 
Tijdens de governance-sessie is het afsprakendocument voor ‘Bijltjespad’ gedeeltelijk 
afgerond. Dit afsprakendocument vormt een startpunt voor het optimaliseren van het 
afsprakendocument in the volgende pilots. Sectie 4 identificeert uitdagingen en verdere 
stappen voor het afronden van het afsprakendocument. De tabel op de volgende pagina 
(vertaling van tabel 2) laat een overzicht zien van de belangrijkste uitkomsten van de 
governance sessie, waarin onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen 1) dak; 2) data; 3) blauw 
(water); en 4) groen (beplanting).  
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 Dak Data Blauw (water) Groen (beplanting) 
 

Leiding Woningcorporatie 
De Key 

Metropolder, 
Waternet, 
Woningcorporatie 
De Key 

Metropolder, 
Waternet  

Nader overeen te 
komen  

Deelname in 
besluitvorming 
 

Consolidated HvA/VU Woningcorporatie 
De Key 

Nader overeen te 
komen 

Doel Aanleg/constructie 
dak  

Management van 
de data op het dak 
en inkoop van 
relevante data 
 

Management van 
de hoeveelheid 
water op het dak 

Management van 
de beplanting op 
het dak 

Afspraken - Consolidated: 
heeft toegang en 
recht op gebruik van 
het dak  
- Woningcorporatie 
De Key, EU subsidie: 
voorzien in de 
kosten voor de 
investering, het 
management en het 
onderhoud  
- Consolidated: 
heeft toegang tot en 
recht op gebruik van 
het systeem 
 

- Metropolder: 
heeft toegang tot 
en recht op gebruik 
van de smart flow 
system, sensoren, 
data; en is 
verantwoordelijkhe
id voor de aanleg, 
het management 
en het onderhoud 
van de smart flow 
system.   
 

- Metropolder: 
heeft toegang tot 
en recht op gebruik 
van het water 
- HvA/VU: zijn 
betrokken voor het 
optimaliseren van 
het governance 
protocol  

Nader overeen te 
komen 

Vertaling van tabel 2: Governance arrangement per element 
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Appendix D | Governance matrix as filled in for location 1 
Overview of the governance matrix developed in expert session 2 for location ‘Bijltjespad’ 
 
 

 Roof System Smart Flow 
Control 

Sensors Data Blue (water) Green 
(vegetation) 

Solar 
panels 
(optional) 

Recreation 
(optional) 

1.Who has ownership over 
the assets? 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation 

VU/HvA Housing 
corporation; 
VU/HvA 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation 

N/A N/A 

2.Who has access and right 
of use? 

Housing 
corporation; 
Consolidated 

Housing 
corporation; 
Consolidated 

Housing 
corporation; 
Metropolder 

Housing 
corporation; 
Metropolder; 
VU/HvA 

Housing 
corporation; 
Waternet; 
Metropolder; 
VU/HvA 

Housing 
corporation; 
Metropolder; 
Waternet 

TBD N/A N/A 

3.Who participates in 
decision-making? 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation; 
Metropolder; 
Waternet 

Housing 
corporation 

Housing 
corporation 

TBD TBD N/A N/A 

4.1 Who is responsible for 
the construction of the roof? 

Housing 
corporation 
(aanbesteding) 

Housing 
corporation 
(aanbesteding) 

Metropolder Housing 
corporation 
(aanbesteding) 

TBD TBD TBD N/A N/A 

4.2 Who is responsible for 
funding the initial 
investment? 

EU subsidy; 
Housing 
corporation 

EU subsidy; 
Housing 
corporation 

EU subsidy; 
Housing 
corporation 

EU subsidy N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

5.1 Who is responsible for 
management and 
maintenance of the roof? 

TBD TBD Metropolder TBD TBD TBD TBD N/A N/A 

5.2 Who pays for 
management and 
maintenance of the roof? 

EU subsidy 
(max. 5Y); 
Housing 
corporation 

EU subsidy 
(max. 5Y); 
Housing 
corporation  

EU subsidy 
(max. 5Y); 
Housing 
corporation  

EU subsidy N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TBD: TO BE DISCUSSED (see chapter three of this deliverable for groups which have been formed to discuss these issues and/or decisions that have been made after session) 
N/A: NOT APPLICABLE
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